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NSPIRE Demonstration Volunteer
Properties Benefits Webinar

Joining the NSPIRE Demonstration is a SMART thing to
do! Spend 15 minutes watching the NSPIRE Demonstration
Volunteer Property Benefits webinar and learn why you
should join, how to sign up, and how it benefits you. This
presentation covers the benefits of participating in the
NSPIRE Demonstration and how properties can volunteer to
participate.
Other NSPIRE Webinars and Online Workshops
Future webcasts, webinars, and online workshops will cover
topics such as the NSPIRE standards, scoring model, and
guidance for contract inspectors. Please join the mailing list
to stay on top of these events!

Joining the NSPIRE Demonstration
is a SMART thing to do.

Do you know someone who would benefit from
attending any of these webinars and workshops?
Please forward the newsletter!
Click Here to View the Demonstration
Volunteer Property Benefits Webinar

NSPIRE Has a New Look!
Check out our new webpages!
Come see the new NSPIRE pages on the
HUD.gov website! REAC has updated the
NSPIRE section of the HUD website with the
latest news and information about NSPIRE
and the NSPIRE Demonstration. You will
find important news and updated information
about the development of NSPIRE.
Visit the new and improved NSPIRE pages to:

9 View the latest version of the developing NSPIRE standards and review the NSPIRE
concept.

9 Learn about the NSPIRE Demonstration and benefits for volunteer properties, and find
out how to participate.

9 Find out if your application for participation in the Demonstration has been received
and/or approved.

9 Contact us with recommendations and comments on the new Model and
Demonstration.

Visit NSPIRE on HUD.gov

The NSPIRE Information Center Is Up and Running!
HUD has introduced the NSPIRE Information Center to
respond to requests for information about NSPIRE from
POAs, PHAs, residents, and other interested parties. A
team of trained representatives is available to provide
information and answer questions about topics such as the
NSPIRE Demonstration, volunteer property application
status, and how COVID-19 is affecting the NSPIRE
Demonstration.
The NSPIRE Information Center is available Monday
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Eastern Time.
Please contact the information center with questions,
comments, or concerns by calling 1-800-883-1448 or
emailing NSPIRE@HUD.gov.

COVID-19 Impacts on the NSPIRE Demonstration
REAC is continuing to postpone all
NSPIRE field testing until further
notice following guidance from the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). These restrictions
have been put in place for the
protection of residents, property
owners and agents, inspectors, and
HUD personnel. However, refinement
of standards and scoring testing remain
ongoing to further the development
of the NSPIRE Model. We encourage
you to stay up to date on the latest
pandemic-related HUD news by
visiting HUD‘s COVID-19 page.

Click Here for More Information on HUD’s Response to COVID-19

Recent Events
NSPIRE Program Analyst Dr. David
Hewitt delivered the online lecture
titled “Health and Safety, and Housing
Inspection” on April 14th, with the
Georgetown University School of
Nursing and Health Studies. The
meeting, which was announced in
the Pediatric Environmental Health
Specialty Units newsletter, was
attended by representatives from the
CDC’s Agency for Toxic Substances
and Disease Registry. Participants held
an extensive and productive discussion
during the two-hour forum about the
NSPIRE standards as they relate to
protecting the health and safety of
residents of HUD housing.
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Upcoming Events
HUD will present webinars and workshops on the following topics starting in June, with more
to follow throughout the summer!

9 June 23rd: Hot Topics and Questions about NSPIRE Workshop – This workshop

provides industry groups the opportunity to provide feedback on HUD’s development
of the new inspection model and receive latest updates about the NSPIRE
Demonstration.

9 July 29th: NSPIRE Standards Workshop – This workshop provides a forum for the
exchange of information between stakeholders and HUD on the NSPIRE standards
development process.

9 July 31st: NSPIRE Standards Webinar – This presentation introduces the new

NSPIRE standards, CTQs, CTQ+, stakeholder participation, and future expectations.
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Get NSPIRE Updates to Your Mailbox
Get NSPIREd and join our email news list!
Subscribing is an easy way to stay involved and informed on the latest NSPIRE news and
events. You will receive periodic email messages that include essential information about
NSPIRE, such as the newsletter, upcoming events, and NSPIRE updates. You are free to
subscribe or unsubscribe at any time, and we never share your personal information with
anyone outside of HUD.
Advisory: HUD is aware of some misleading information circulating about NSPIRE, including
the Demonstration. HUD encourages stakeholders to verify the information they receive from
outside sources by consulting official sources such as HUD’s NSPIRE website or the Federal
Register.
Click Here to Subscribe to Get NSPIREd

Follow Us on Social Media
@HUD

@HUDREAC

@HUDgov

